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The Future is Art
Arts4All Florida is delighted to present this exhibition that highlights our career arts programs
for aspiring visual artists. The purpose of these 12-hour professional courses is to build
career and workforce skills through innovative artmaking and practical applications. High
school students and young adults from across Florida have participated. The artists
represented here hail from the Miami Youth Academy, Lake County’s Leesburg High School,
and the Florida State University Center for Autism and Related Disabilities (FSU CARD).

Destiny Robinson, Untitled, 2020
Alcohol Ink

The Future is Art
Leesburg High School

Teaching artist Sandra Olson Hill’s theme was “Flexibility, Creativity, Community, and
Access.” She partnered with Leesburg High School Instructor Shannel Kinsey to
empower young artists with resume building, employment, college and university
options, and online art marketing skills. In addition to researching college art
curricula, lessons also explored opportunities in local art venues, collected contacts,
and art festivals, fairs, and events. The students perused internship and art store
employment advertisements, filled out sample applications, and gave each other
feedback in mock employment interviews.

The career arts curriculum
included explorations of
various media. The alcohol
ink process uses brightly
colored dye-based paints
that produce free flowing
textures.
As teaching artist Sandra
Olson Hill explains, “The art
created for student
portfolios utilized
watercolors, alcohol inks,
along with mixed media art
pieces using stencils,
stamps, distress paints, art
pencils, and markers.”
Sanotique Pinkard, Untitled , 2020
Alcohol ink
Sanotique, a student at Leesburg High School, says, “My
favorite medium is watercolors. I plan to continue doing art
and attending college. I am interested in a nursing degree.”

Jasmine Tart, Untitled, 2020
Watercolor

Jasmine Tart, Untitled, 2020
Distress Paint

My favorite portfolio pieces were from the mixed media lessons using the
distress paints, stencils, and stamps. I enjoyed this art form and I’m happy
with the pieces chosen for my portfolio. My future plans are to attend college
and to study nursing after I graduate high school. I will also continue working
on my art and I would love to be included in another art residency.
-- Jasmine Tart

Destiny Robinson

Destiny Robinson

Untitled

Untitled

2020
Watercolor

2020
Watercolor and ink

I enjoyed making my art.
-- Destiny Robinson

The Leesburg High School career arts
program was an unparalleled success.
The artists completed three to six art
pieces and finished their resumes and
artist statements ahead of their
deadlines. With the disruptions, and
adjustments to routine because of the
COVID-19 pandemic, it is really quite
extraordinary how much they
accomplished!

All of the young artists stated that they wish to continue creating
art after the residency and more than half wish to pursue further
degrees including one who had not considered college when the
residency began. Another student’s future includes creating and
marketing his art using outlets covered in the residency. I am
extremely proud of these young artists, not just because of their
beautiful portfolio pieces, but also their dedication to their work,
to the successful outcome of this project, and to all the future
programs that benefit from this one.
-- Sandra Hill Olson

The Future is Art
FSU CARD

The Florida State University Center for Autism and Related Disabilities career arts
program, “Future Art Pathways: Jumpstart Your Career,” was led by Megan Holmes
Cameron, artist and board-certified art therapist. Participants explored new media,
created portfolios and sketchbooks, strategized marketing and promotion, and used
online and in-person resources among other professional practices. Each program
meeting began with an explanatory slide presentation before artists moved to the
studio.

At the first meeting, Megan posed the question:
“What does it mean to you to live a creative life?
What does creative living look like for you?”
She highlighted a quote from Shepard Fairey
(street artist, illustrator, activist):
“I think that art has the ability to capture
people’s imaginations and make them think
that more is possible. My idea about the role of
artists is to get people to look at things in a
way that’s different than the way they normally
would if they are being told how to think, what
to do. I think when people receive information
through art they are more open-minded.”
Megan congratulates the members of the
CARD Career Arts Class for their outstanding
work in developing their portfolios. “It has been
my pleasure to get to see your work as artists
develop. I can't wait to continue to support you
in your careers!”
Megan Holmes Cameron consults with emerging artist
Emlee Shelton during a studio session.

Megan asked the members of the class to
explore their voices as artists.
Course topics include composing artist
statements, designing logos, and creating
business cards.

Mara Chasar works on the design of her logo
which she will incorporate into a business card.

Pariswindle

So this is me
2020
Digital logo design

This is a vent-art logo that I painted for myself, wanting a more
representative profile picture for the type of art that I like to
make, as well as the content one should expect to see on any
of my pages; a sort of “beware, there might be gore” for
anyone wanting to view my art.
-- Pariswinkle

Philip Cheeseborough, Business card design
Graphite and colored pencil on paper

Aaron Dixon, Business card design
Digital art

Mara Chasar, Business card design
Watercolor and gouache on paper

Students were prompted to
“cultivate a creative habit
through sketchbook art.”
Sketchbook artist Janae
Easton was guest speaker at a
studio session during which
the artists learned the value of
regular drafting, doodling,
artmaking, and writing.

This is the cover of Aaron’s Sketchbook; I
had given the class a prompt from Carson
Ellis’s hashtag, #transmundanetuesdays,
“dancing beetle in a sweater” and this is his
interpretation of the prompt.
-- Megan Holmes Cameron

Aaron Dixon, Sketchbook cover

Aaron Dixon, Sketchbook page

This is a page from Aaron’s
sketchbook. He had the idea for an
artist collective and was
brainstorming ideas for a name. He
came up with “Limitless League.”
-- Megan Hoimes Cameron

Emlee Shelton, Sketchbook pages

Mike Hessman
Sketchbook pages
2020
Colored pencil on paper

Pariswinkle
Card design
2020
Digital art

Aaron Dixon

Greeting card design for a Valentine
2020
Gouache and graphite on paper

Aaron was experimenting with using water soluble oil
pastels and incorporated elements from artists who
inspire him such as Dali, as well as ideas from his
surroundings, like the portrait of fellow artist
Michael.
-- Megan Holmes Cameron
Aaron Dixon, untitled works for portfolio
Water soluble oil pastels

The culminating project was the artist’s
portfolio. Portfolios will be exhibited at
the Florida State University Museum of
Fine Arts at a future date.

Mechari is a character design with
added lighting and
perspective/foreshortening practice. I
also decided to tell a little story with the
liquid coming from the android’s hand,
as if she had just made short work of
ending one of my other characters.
-- Pariswinkle
Pariswinkle
Mechari
2020

Mara Chasar
Portfolio Image 1 (working title: Approach of the Siren)
2020
Watercolor on paper

I started this as a concept of one of
my characters, Rin Himura, in the
sketchbook assigned to me for our
class, but couldn’t complete it in there
due to the paper crumbling with every
new layer of paint, ink, or pencil. So
instead, I took a photo of what I had,
and proceeded to touch it up digitally,
using textured brushes to mimic and
preserve as much of the original
texture as possible.
-- Pariswinkle
Pariswinkle
Blood Moon, 2020
Multi media

This work is inspired from having
painted this character’s twin brother in
Blood Moon, and I thought I would pay
homage to how I first conceptualized
her to begin with. I started sketching out
concepts for her in my class
sketchbook, just like I had done with
Rin; however, unlike him, I exclusively
painted her digitally, rather than risking
ruining my sketch and the paper like I
had done before.
-- Pariswinkle
Pariswinkle

The dead don’t sleep peacefully, 2020
Digital paint

Isaiah Taylor
Space Vehicle
2020
Recycled material

Isaiah Taylor
Landing Vehicle
2020
Recycled material

Not all portfolio work is two-dimensional! Isiah’s aeronautical and space
sculptures have been features in several Arts4All Florida exhibitions.

The Future is Art
Miami Youth Academy

Arts4All Florida provides artist residencies for the Department of Juvenile
Justice that take place in detention centers, alternative high schools, and
residential facilities. The career arts residency in the Department of Juvenile
Justice at Miami Youth Academy has been ongoing for the last couple of terms.
With the large population of mural artists in Miami, it was an easy choice of
focus for the students. Lee Cohen, teaching artist and art therapist, led them
through learning the process of becoming a working artist and teaching art
skills not only as a career possibility but as a coping strategy.

Students worked on perspective drawing,
learning to correctly size elements and get
correct proportions in a picture, delegating
the process, and painting the mural. Learning
and practicing social skills are also included,
as they worked through ideas, voted on
favorites and learned to work as a team
putting their ideas on the walls of their
school.
We hope the achievement of a mural
designed and painted by the students will
remain as a legacy of hope and growth for
those that come after them.
-- Lee Cohen, MPS, REACE, ATR-P

Tasks included completion of a portfolio
of work and a basic resume as well as
gaining knowledge in the use of tools
and equipment. A field trip to Wynwood
Walls emphasized the process by which
artists apply for and propose mural
projects in arts communities as well as
scaling the design, painting, and
revealing the end project.

The students learned about being
muralists including correct terminology
which allowed them to gain improved selfconfidence and retention skills. They also
learning the role of muralist as
communicator and how to clarify
messages for the viewer.
We believe these career building skills
can be transferable to life after school.

Each student was provided their own tools that included a set of drawing pencils,
a protractor, a ruler, an eraser, and a plastic binder to store his artwork.

The students were encouraged to draw a room, utilizing a step by step
one-point perspective basic technique and allowed freedom to transform
the room into their personal space, using watercolors and colored pencils.

